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We present an efficient experimental method to evaluate whether
he effective cross-relaxation rate between a pair of spins vanishes
hen applying an off-resonance spin-lock field. It is shown that the

ross-relaxation rate can be made to vanish even when the two spins
oncerned resonate at different offsets and experience significantly
ifferent tilt angles of their respective spin-lock fields. This is verified
xperimentally using a sample of 15N-labeled human ubiquitin,
hrough selective excitation of chosen amide protons. The results are
elevant for the quantitative interpretation of off-resonance ROESY
xperiments. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: off-resonance ROESY; cross-relaxation; protein
ynamics.

Relaxation experiments employing off-resonance spin-
elds represent an increasingly important class of meth
pplications of these techniques may be found in the dete
ation of spectral density functions (1), the investigation o
xchange phenomena (2, 3), studies of interference effec
etween different mechanisms of spin relaxation (4), and the
ssessment of internal dynamical parameters (5). It is generally
ssumed that the tilt angles of the spin-lock fields experie
y the two spins of interest are equal, i.e.,u k 5 u l , although

his can only be true if their offsets are equal in magnitu
ere, we investigate the behavior of the effective cross-re
tion rate between the two spins when this assumption i

ulfilled. The tilt angleu k of the spin-lock field for a give
pin is

tan~uk! 5 v1/DVk, [1]

herev1 is the strength of the spin-lock field andDV k is the
esonance offset. In the case of an isolated two-spin systemI k,
l}, the effective cross-relaxation rate is given by (6, 7)

s eff
k,l 5 s NOE

k,l cos~uk!cos~u l! 1 s ROE
k,l sin~uk!sin~u l!, [2]

here sNOE and sROE are the cross-relaxation rates in
aboratory and rotating frames, respectively. In the slow t
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ling limit (tc @ 1/v0), sROE 5 22sNOE (8). In this limit, the
ffective cross-relaxation rate should vanish if

cos~uk!cos~u l! 5 2sin~uk!sin~u l!. [3]

he effective cross-relaxation rate should vanish for all va
f u k and u l that fulfill Eq. [3]. If u k 5 u l , as commonly
ssumed, the null occurs at 35.3°, but this assumption is b
eans necessary.
Figure 1 shows the pulse sequence used for the sele

ff-resonance ROESY experiments. As described elsew
9), a preparation period with two selective cross-polariza
teps was used to create pure in-phase proton magneti
kx. Following this period the magnetization was converted
kz and then rotated adiabatically to lie along the tilted s
ock field. After the relaxation period, the magnetization
otated adiabatically back to thez axis. This was achieved b
sing a trapezoidal envelope of the spin-lock field ampli
10). In analogy to selective 1D NOE experiments, the us
wo trapezoidal spin-lock fields separated by an inversion p
n the middle of the relaxation period leads to better bas
ehavior because the recovery of the longitudinal magne

ion originating from spins other than those of interes
educed (11). Additional ramping of the spin-lock fields wou
ave complicated the analysis due to cross-relaxation proc

hat may occur during the ramps. Continuous-wave decou
as applied to the15N spins during the spin-lock periods. Aft

he second spin-lock period, the remaining magnetizationI kz 1

lz was converted toI kx 1 I lx using ap/2 pulse. The excitatio
culpting method for water suppression (12) was found to b
seful because the longitudinal water magnetization reco
artly during the spin-lock period.
Representative results of the above pulse sequenc

hown in Fig. 2. This corresponds to selective excitation o
20 amide (“source”) proton HN in ubiquitin and monitoring

he D21 amide (“target”) proton HN resonance, which aris
ue to cross-relaxation. Eight spectra are displayed wit
reasing RF amplitudes and hence increasing contributio
otating frame cross-relaxation from left to right. Identi
hase corrections were applied to all spectra.
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The intensities of the target peaks were measured
lotted in Fig. 3 with respect to the RF field strength of
lateau region of the spin-lock field. A fourth-order po

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence used for one-dimensional off-resonance R
xperiments. Each trapezoidal pulse had a plateau region of 36.8 ms and r

all regions of 1.6 ms each. The firstp/2 pulse in the relaxation time converts
electively excited magnetizationI kx into longitudinal magnetizationI kz. The first
rapezoidial pulse is followed by an inversion pulse to diminish recove
ndesired longitudinal magnetization. After the second trapezoidal puls

ongitudinal magnetization of both source and target spins is converted to
erse magnetization. The phasesf1, f2, andf4 were alternated independen
ith concomitant alternation of the receiver phase, leading to an 8-step cy
elect the appropriate pathways. In addition, the phasef3 was cycled throughx, y,
x, and2y, leading to a 32-step cycle. Typical gradient pulses were of 1.
uration with amplitudesg1 5 300 mT/m along thezaxis,g2 5 250 mT/m along

hezaxis,g3 5 220 mT/m along thex axis, andg4 5 150 mT/m along they axis.
ontinuous-wave decoupling was applied during the relaxation period, while
ecoupling was used during acquisition.

FIG. 2. Series of spectra of15N-labeled human ubiquitin obtained wi
quipped with Acustar triple axes gradient amplifiers and a multinuclea

rapezoidial pulses remained constant for each of the eight measuremen
he amide proton HN of serine S20 (clipped signal) acts as the source sp
f the source and target signals were separated by 291 Hz. The spin-lo
z downfield from the target resonance. The change of sign of the target
nd

omial was fitted in order to determine the field stren
here the cross-relaxation rate vanishes. For the pr
urpose, only an accurate position of the null was de
ined. The variation of the peak intensity of the target s
s a function of the strength of the spin-lock field i

unction of sROE and sNOE.
Errors in the measurement of the strength of the s

ock field corresponding to the null of the cross-relaxa
ate were evaluated by performing a Monte Carlo ana
sing the experimentally measured noise level. The ave
alues and standard deviations of the tilt angles for
ource and target spins were obtained for 500 Monte C
ealizations using Eq. [1]. The results are shown in Fi
or several source and target spins. All experimental po
ie near a curve corresponding to Eq. [3]. Some of
eviations can be explained by the fact that the spin p
tudied cannot be considered to be truly isolated two-
ystems. Indeed, the cross-relaxation behavior will be c
licated by effects of spin diffusion which can cause a s

n the position of the null of the cross-relaxation ra
owever, for the relaxation times considered here th
ffects are expected to be more pronounced for tilt an

ess than 50°.
Figure 4 illustrates that the cross-relaxation rates ca
ade to vanish even when the tilt angles of the source

arget spins are markedly different, provided Eq. [3
ulfilled. Even in large, slowly tumbling systems, howev
he presence of fast local motions may affect the app
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he sequence of Fig. 1, acquired with a Bruker Avance 300-MHz spec
mm TXI probe with three self-shielded gradient coils. The carrier frequecy of the
hile the spin-lock amplitude was increased from left to right to increasethe tilt angles

and the amide proton HN of aspartic acid D21 as the target. The resonance o
requency was maintained at 3435 Hz downfield from the source resona
k from left to right demonstrates the increasing role of rotating frame cros-relaxation
th t
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in
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328 COMMUNICATIONS
ility of Eq. [3], so that it is important to verify its validit
xperimentally. To some extent, alternating the positio

he carrier frequency of the spin-lock field symmetrica
bout the center of the spectrum on successive scan
educe the effect of the spread of tilt angles, provided
he distribution of resonance frequencies is mode
13, 14). However, this method is not sufficient at high
elds and for paramagnetic systems where it is essent
onsider explicitly that the tilt angles of the effective fie
epend on the offset.

FIG. 3. Plot of the measured intensity of the D21 am

FIG. 4. Experimentally determined tilt angles (u l , u k) corresponding t
he null of the cross-relaxation rates for six pairs of source and target spin
olid line corresponds to Eq. [3], which is applicable to the slow motion l
ocal dynamics may lead to slight deviations from Eq. [3]. The offset
uencies of the source and target with respect to the RF carrier are gi
arentheses. The RF field amplitudegB1 has been varied between 5290
Hz for all pairs of source and target spins.
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